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ABSTRACT
Silicon is the backbone to today’s modern society and used in everything from
children’s toys to mission sensitive electronics in the form of semiconductors. It is because
of its usefulness that silicon is extremely well studied, and has found applications in a
variety of fields of study and harsh working environments.
Semiconductors see use in the depths of space and the interior of reactor containment
building to name just two potential harsh working environments. In these environments,
it is very important to predict the degradation exhibited by electronics due to radiation
damage. This allows one to know when failure will occur or keep track of other potential
problems. Currently the study of displacement damage effects on semiconductors due to
ion strikes is focused on the research at the macroscale. Minimal work exists investigating
the same phenomena at the microscale. This research aims to expand the available
literature by modeling how diffraction peaks in reciprocal space change when a single ion
strike occurs in single crystal silicon.
LAMMPS is a molecular dynamics code that will be used to model displacement
damage due to ion strike at the atomistic level. It also generates virtual electron diffraction
patterns to investigate the impact of radiation on reciprocal space. By characterizing the
changes in peak broadening and peak shifting due to macro or micro strains, the planes in
real space most affected by radiation damage are determined. In this study, it was found
that in general low order planes are affected the most by peak broadening. In addition,
high order planes are affected the most by peak shifting.

viii

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Application of Silicon
Silicon is a very versatile element found in many different forms and is shown in a
purified state in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Large mass of purified silicon (Enricoros, 2007)

It was first isolated and discovered by Jöns Jacob Berzelius in 1824 (N/A, 2016). Its
three most useful forms are silicates, silicones, and extremely pure silicon. Silicates
include silicon used as a building material such as enamels, glass, and concretes(N/A,
2016). Silicones are commonly used as a lubricant or sealant. Pure silicon is as pictured
in Figure 1, and is the basis by which semiconductors are made. In its pure monocrystalline
form, silicon is doped with impurities of elements imparting favorable electrical properties
and creating a p-n junction. The p-n junctions are the building blocks of semiconductors,
which in turn are the building blocks of circuit boards for increasingly complicated
electronics. As it currently stands, very few studies have been conducted which focus on
the effects of radiation on reciprocal space. This study aims to bridge the gap between the
effects of micro- and macroscales while employing another analytical tool to characterize
radiation-induced structural damage and material degradation. While in addition
providing another analysis tool a microscopist can use in characterizing radiation-induced
structural damage.

1.2 Radiation Effects on Electronic Devices
The three main damage effects on electronics due to radiation are total ionizing dose
(TID), displacement damage (DD), and single event effects (SEE). TID is a cumulative
1

ionizing damage caused by protons and electrons (LaBel, 2005). TID is most often seen
in insulating materials of electronics, and lead to changes in material properties which
cause a decrease in performance and lead to eventual failure (NASA, 2017). Displacement
damage is also a cumulative damage but is non-ionizing and occurs most often in the
semiconducting material of electronics (NASA, 2017). SEE are transient events where a
single charged particle passes and interacts with a semiconductor or other sensitive
component. All three effects vary in severity and can cause anything from complete device
failure to minor undetectable change.
Space is a common environment where all three effects can be seen. This is due to
the volatile nature of the solar radiation flux and galactic cosmic background flux. The
critical design areas for electronics in space involve mitigating the long term effects due
to TID and DD as well as the short term effects of SEE (LaBel, 2005).
Solar activity flux is primarily composed of protons and alpha particles, with heavy
ion solar flux increasing during solar flare to 3-4 times that of the galactic flux (Pease,
Johnston, & Azarewicz, 1988). Conversely, the galactic cosmic flux is primarily
composed of 85% protons, 14% alpha particles, and 1% heavy ions (Pease et al., 1988).
Figure 2, shows a more specific ion overview of the galactic flux composition as measured
from Earth.

2

Figure 2: “Cosmic ray abundances measured from Earth compared to the solar system abundances,
relative to silicon: (solid circles) low energy data, 70-280 MeV; (open cirlces) compilation of high energy
instruments, 1000-2000 MeV; (diamonds) solar system” (Simpson, 1983)

These three damage effects and their impact on circuitry at the macroscopic scale
have been well studied and accounted for, but there is not a large body of data focused on
understanding the displacement damage effects due to ion strike at the atomistic scale.
This study aims at contributing to that area of research. A material’s properties have a
direct relationship to its microstructure, and radiation damage changes this microstructure.

1.3 Analysis of Materials
1.3.1

Crystal Lattice

An understanding of the various structure materials formed at the microscale is
required before characteristics of changes from radiation damage may be made. Materials
naturally self-organize into one of 14 different Bravais lattice structures shown in Figure
3. Silicon is a derivative of the face-centered-cubic (FCC) lattice structure called facecentered diamond cubic.
3

Figure 3: All potential Bravais Lattices structure materials can form (BCA, 2014)

Miller indices are used to describe the orientation of crystal structures in real space.
The miller index uses three integer values (hkl) that can be positive or negative to identify
planes of interest in a unit cell, shown in Figure 4. This is incredibly useful in studying
accumulated damage on preferential planes, due to its rapid isolation and easy
identification of areas of interest.

Figure 4: Principal planes of the cubic lattice (Lian, 2017)

The miller index is not used solely in real space; it also has applications in reciprocal
space where (hkl) may be converted to [uvw]. In order to understand reciprocal space, it is
necessary to understand the wave-particle duality of electrons.
1.3.2

Electron Diffraction

Electrons like photons behave as both a wave and a particle. Due to this behavior, a
transmission electron microscope (TEM) uses electrons for atomistic scale imaging. The
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wavelength of an electron depends on its momentum, which can be applied with a voltage
difference in a TEM, seen below in Equation 1 (Andrews, Dyson, & Keown, 1971). In
Equation 1, λ is the wavelength, h is plank’s constant, mv is the particle momentum, e is
the electronic charge, and V is the potential voltage difference.
𝜆=
𝜆=

ℎ
𝑚𝑣
ℎ

√2𝑚𝑒𝑉

(1a)
(1b)

A TEM using electron diffraction can image anything from a few atoms to grain
boundaries in a material. As the beam of electrons comes into contact with a single crystal
sample in the TEM, the beam is spread out and detected by a camera. The electron beam
spreading is called a wavelet and it originates from the point of contact with the single
crystal. These wavelets may either constructively or destructively interfere with other
wavelets. When constructive interference occurs a diffraction spot is created; destructive
interference is the opposite and the wavelets dissipate (Carter & Williams, 2009). For
constructive interference to occur, conditions known as Laue Conditions must first be met;
these conditions are shown in Equation 2 (Andrews et al., 1971). The Laue conditions are
a way of mathematically proving that wavelets caused by diffraction must be in sync to
form a diffraction spot (Carter & Williams, 2009). A collection of diffraction spots is
called a diffraction pattern, as seen in Figure 5. Specific diffraction patterns named after
their normal directions are called zone axes and originate from the inverse of real space
called reciprocal space.
𝑎(cos 𝑎1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑎2 ) = 𝑛1 𝜆
𝑏(cos 𝛽1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽2 ) = 𝑛2 𝜆
𝑐(cos 𝛾1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾2 ) = 𝑛3 𝜆

5

(2)

Figure 5: Silicon diffraction pattern (Carter & Williams, 2009)

1.3.3

Reciprocal Space

A reciprocal lattice is the inverse of a real space lattice, meaning if distances are in
angstroms (Å) in a real space they are inverse angstroms (Å-1) in reciprocal space. A 3D
reciprocal lattice is composed of many point intensities grouped together in diffraction
spheres. Each diffraction sphere correlates with a reflected plane in real space (Thomas,
1962). The Ewald Sphere, named after Paul Peter Ewald, governs whether a plane in real
space is reflected into reciprocal space (Thomas, 1962). As shown below in Figure 6, the
Ewald sphere has a radius of the reciprocal wavelength of the particle beam (Thomas,
1962).

Figure 6: (a) Reflection Sphere, where each point of contact with reciprocal lattice is a point of reflection;
(b) Electrons have a very small wavelength leading to many intersection points (Thomas, 1962)

6

The Ewald sphere is anchored at the origin of the reciprocal lattice; as the sphere
moves, so do the points of reflection. This relates to the Laue conditions, as those planes
that are reflected into diffraction spots reside within a distance of 2/λ from the central
transmitted spot (Thomas, 1962). As the Ewald sphere moves there are certain directions
(axes) that multiple planes share (known as zone axes), as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Electron diffraction pattern of Silicon [011] zone axis (N/A, 2017)

1.4 Phenomena of Interest
This study aims to characterize how radiation damage affects reciprocal space. Peak
shifting and peak broadening are ways of characterizing that change. Peak shifting occurs
when a macrostrain (i.e. large uniform strain) causes diffraction peaks to shift locations
(Connolly, 2012). Peak broadening occurs when microstrains (i.e. non-uniform strains)
causes the peak to shorten and broaden due to dislocations or vacancies in the local vicinity
(Connolly, 2012). Figure 8, below shows these phenomena.

7

Figure 8: Effects of peak shifting & broadening on the diffraction peaks (Connolly, 2012)

1.5 Modeling Methods
Molecular dynamics (MD) aims at mimicking atomic motion so as to predict the
behavior of materials at the atomic level. Newton’s Equations of Motion are used to
deterministically simulate the dynamics of atoms subject to radiation strikes. This works
by using very small time steps, knowing the initial energy potentials, and constantly
calculating the position, velocity, and acting forces of the atom for each step (Dror).
Depending on the available computational resources, the size of the time steps may be
adjusted to make computation times feasible (generally time-consuming due the many
atomic interactions occurring at each step).
Classical MD is not the only method of modeling atomic behavior. With the advent
of extremely powerful parallel supercomputing clusters, ab-initio MD has become a more
accessible form of simulation. The main differences between classical and ab-initio is that
the predefined potentials in classical simulation are now another actively calculated
variable in addition to preexisting variables (Marx, 2006). This naturally increases the
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resources required, but has the advantage of greater accuracy and increased ability to solve
increasingly more complex systems. This study uses a popular free open source classical
MD code called Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS)
developed by Sandia National Labs. More specifically in this application, Tersoff potential
describes the forces between atoms, with a close-separation pairwise modification based
on a Coulomb potential and the Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark universal screening function
(Ziegler & Biersack, 1985). The Tersoff potential describes silicon specific bonding with
a large amount of accuracy (Balamane, Halicioglu, & Tiller, 1992). In addition to its many
useful features, a key nonstandard addition with regards to this study is a package
dedicated to generating virtual x-ray/electron diffraction patterns.

9

2. MODELING METHODS
2.1 Programs Used
In this study, the primary programs used were LAMMPS for molecular dynamics
simulations, and Paraview for data post-processing. Beyond this python, excel, and
cygwin were used for post-processing and analysis.

2.2 Details of LAMMPS MD
In LAMMPS first a perfect bulk single crystal of silicon is modeled with periodic
boundary conditions and fixed-size simulations cells containing 1,728,000 atoms. The cell
temperature was set to 300 Kelvin. To simulate a primary knock-on atom (PKA), a
random atom within 1nm of the center receives 10 keV, the energy corresponding to the
silicon ion strike as recoil energy. The model defines the initial direction of velocity
randomly and follows the cascade evolution for 50 ps to equilibrium. A Langevin
thermostat is used to absorb the extra shockwaves created by the PKA in the crystal lattice.
To achieve significant statistics, the simulation repeats five times. Using the virtual x-ray
diffraction package within LAMMPS, developed by Shawn Coleman, the damaged real
space crystal lattice is converted to a reciprocal lattice. At this point the data set can be
exported in the VTK file format.

2.3 Export process and diffraction pattern generation
With the exported VTK file, Paraview imports and renders the data. At this point, the
model renders a cube of data representing roughly 2.5 million individual voxels. There are
4 points of information available at this point for each voxel, the intensity and the (x,y,z)
coordinates in Cartesian space.
2.3.1

Filtering Methods

The first step in the filtering method is to remove the filler data represented with “-1”
intensity values. This filler data fills in the unstructured mesh grid after calculations have
been completed for the cascade damage. This allows the model to correctly convert real
space to reciprocal space. At this point the number of voxels has decreased from 2.5
million to 1.4 million (representing both signal and noise), and is in the shape of a sphere.
10

At this point the sphere of voxels is still too dense to provide any useful information.
Paraview’s threshold function filters out more of the noise present, by raising the
minimum intensity value to 50,000. It is important to note that the threshold functions
work by lumping together voxels near one another and binning them. It then verifies each
bin to observe if there exists a voxel with an intensity meeting the minimum value. If so,
it passes that bin on to the returned array and repeats until completed. Paraview despite
having a minimum intensity value of 50,000, there will be values below this due to the
binning procedure. Using Cygwin, the values below 50,000 may be filtered out.

2.4 Verification of MD output
With most of the noise having been filtered out, the next step is to validate that the
model correctly simulates ion strikes events. This is done by comparing single area
electron diffraction patterns of specific zone axis to those present in the appendix of J.W.
Edington’s, Practical Electron Microscopy in Materials Science. The data for the
appendices is sourced from Andrews et al. Interpretation of Electron Diffraction Patterns
generally serves as a reference manual for microscopists (Andrews et al., 1971). To export
a zone axis from Paraview a slice filter is applied with the origin set to (0,0,0) and the
direction normal being set as the zone axis of interest. An image of the zone axis is saved
for later comparison. To compare the simulated diffraction pattern with the reference
pattern, the locations of the diffraction spots must be 1:1 or the angle consistency be
verified. In this case, it was simpler to show that the angles between any two diffraction
spots were equal between images due to the differing resolutions of each. All 15 reference
patterns in the Edington book were verified before further analysis was performed.

2.5 Data range under consideration
In this study the intensity values of the reciprocal lattice range from 1E-29 – 5E7.
Intensity is a non-dimensional value more akin to counts, and represents amplitude of the
peak at that point. To allow for direct comparison the value must first be normalized to
the maximum value and then converted into a percent. A majority of the intensities are
values very close to zero and so may thusly be ignored. By applying a threshold, these
very small values are eliminated and all that is left is the largest peaks, which are most
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likely to undergo change. The large peaks of interest are on the order of 1E5 – 1E6, but
the minimum value is kept at 5E4 to ensure an adequate amount of noise is left to account
for drastic signal changes. Before further mathematical transformations are performed on
the data sets before and after irradiation.

2.6 Analysis of Peak Data
Analysis of the intensity data was predominantly done using Cygwin, Python, Matlab
and Microsfot Excel aoftwares for ease of use. Using CSV files exported from Paraview,
“awk” commands were used for final data threshold application in Cygwin. Python scripts
were created to do bulk processing and final figure creation. Microsoft Excel was used to
perform, rapid validation as necessary to confirm that scripts and command line operations
were performed as expected.
2.6.1

Peak Broadening Method

The Peak Broadening analysis begins with a Python script to find the centers of the
reflected planes in each of the verified zone axes. The script first finds the (x,y,z)
coordinates of the center transmitted spot in each of the zone axes in 3D space. Then using
Equation 3, each voxel’s linear distance from the center transmitted spot is calculated,
where ∆x, ∆y, and ∆z is the change in position of the point relative to the center. The script
then checks the values against known d-spacings of Silicon in Table 1, and finds the
diffraction spheres of the reflected planes.
𝑑=

1
√∆𝑥 2 + ∆𝑦 2 + ∆𝑧 2

Table 1: d-spacing of Silicon (Edington)

(hkl)

d-spacing [Å]

111

3.1340

220

1.9194

311

1.6365

400

1.3571

331

1.2453
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(3)

422

1.1080

511

1.0447

440

0.9596

531

0.9175

620

0.8582

533

0.8278

444

0.7835

711

0.7601

Knowing the (x,y,z) coordinates of the diffraction spheres, the clip filter in Paraview
is used to isolate the entirety of a plane’s diffraction sphere. This data is exported as a
CSV file. Using another Python script, the volume of the diffraction sphere is calculated.
Peak broadening can be shown to occur if the diffraction sphere of the damaged set is
larger than that of the undamaged set. First, knowing the center of the diffraction sphere,
Equation 4 calculates the distance of each voxel in the sphere from the center.
𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 = √∆𝑥 2 + ∆𝑦 2 + ∆𝑧 2

(4)

The distance of the voxel farthest from the center is used as the radius of the
diffraction sphere. The volume of the sphere is then calculated using, Equation 5.
Observing any difference in volume of the diffraction spheres before and after irradiation,
confirms that peak broadening has occurred in the damage set at each plane assuming there
are enough voxels present at a high enough resolution.
𝑉=

4 3
𝜋𝑟
3

(5)

In addition, all intensity values in a diffraction sphere are integrated together. This
total intensity is then normalized to the maximum intensity found at the central transmitted
spot. The normalized intensity is then converted to a percent. The difference is determined
for a diffraction sphere before and after irradiation to see the percent change exhibited by
the ion strike due to peak broadening.
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2.6.2

Peak Shifting Method

To find if peak shifting has occurred Python is used again to construct a script that
will be matching and sorting the points. The same initial diffraction sphere data set that
was used for peak broadening is equivalent to the initial peak shifting process. Except this
time, the script will go through and search for 1:1 voxel matches. This removes voxels
that did not change position between either set of data. What remains includes only those
points that did not have a direct match between both sets of data. The script then calculates
the linear distance between each point left in the undamaged set to all the points remaining
in the damaged set using Equation 4. A key assumption is made here the nearest neighbor
of the voxel in the undamaged set is the new position of that voxel. The script then returns
the distances for later data visualization. Furthermore, the script also returns the difference
in percent intensity of each matched voxel pair. The percent intensity is calculated by
normalizing the intensity of a voxel to the maximum intensity of the central spot of the
lattice. This normalized intensity is then converted into a percent.
2.6.3

Visualization

To visualize the data a stereographic projection is performed. This method converts
the 3D reciprocal space data and projects it onto a 2D plane using Equation 6. This makes
the sphere in 3D space a circle in 2D space where every voxel can be mapped to a location
on the circle using a common normal direction. In this study the (001) direction is used
due to it being the de-facto standard for stereographic projections.
𝑥
𝑦
(𝑋, 𝑌) = (
,
)
1.5 − 𝑧 1.5 − 𝑧

(6)

After converting all the voxels, two different variables are plotted. For peak
broadening it is the integrated percent intensity of a diffraction sphere measures disorder
introduced into the lattice. For peak shifting it is the difference in percent intensity for
each matched voxel pair. The amount of broadening or shifting is then assigned a color on
a 27 point scale from blue to red ranging from -0.05 – 0.6. Next, this information is passed
into Matlab where it is plotted on a scatter plot.
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3. RESULTS
3.1 Validated Data Set
As mentioned previously, validation of the model zone axes involved comparisons
from the Edington reference. Below in Figure 9, the diffraction patterns for [011] and
[1̅33] can be seen with markers to show angle consistency. The 𝑛̅, merely denotes the
negative direction for the miller index. Measuring the angles is the preferred verification
method over measuring distances because of the large resolution difference between the
images. This means that verifying the pixel location of one image will not necessarily line
up with that of another image. Regardless of the resolution, the angles from the transmitted
spot between reflected planes are consistent for a simulated and reference diffraction
pattern.

Figure 9: (a) Simulated single area electron diffraction (SAED) for [011]; (b) Reference SAED for [011]
(Edington); (c) Simulated SAED for [1̅33]; (d) reference SAED for [1̅33] (Edington)

In this specific case the 109.48° angle between (1̅1̅1) and (1̅1̅1) is consistent for (a)
and (b) in Figure 9. Additionally, both 35.26° angles are bisected by (02̅2) for (1̅1̅1)
15

planes and (11̅1) in Figure 9 (a) and (b). In the second half of Figure 9 (c) and (d) indicate
the [1̅33] diffraction pattern where the 25.84° angle between (6̅2̅0) and (6̅02̅) is
consistent; this is also true of the 77.08° angle between (620) and (022̅). This same process
was repeated for all the zone axes present in the Edington reference prior to performing
additional analysis.

3.2 Isolated Diffraction Sphere
Shown below in Table 2 are the calculated d-spacings found from the model
compared to the known d-spacings (Edington). All 62 reflected planes in this study match
with their expected d-spacing values within ±0.0004 angstroms; the extreme occurs for
(311) plane family at ±0.0004 angstroms but all other plane families in general are within
±0.0001 - ±0.0002 angstroms. The only data unavailable is for that of (624) plane family,
which was confirmed independent of the matching script used to find the centers of the
diffraction spheres.
Table 2: d-spacings of the reflected planes compared to known values

Plane
311

311̅
31̅1
3̅11̅
3̅1̅1
3̅1̅1̅
31̅3
3̅13̅
331̅
33̅1
3̅31̅
3̅3̅1
33̅5
3̅35̅
353̅
3̅5̅3
4̅00
400
440

Calculated d- Expected dspacing [Ȧ]
spacing [Ȧ]
1.6369
1.6365
1.6369
1.6365
1.6369
1.6365
1.6368
1.6365
1.6369
1.6365
1.6369
1.6365
1.2455
1.2453
1.2455
1.2453
1.2455
1.2453
1.2455
1.2453
1.2454
1.2453
1.2455
1.2453
0.8279
0.8278
0.8279
0.8278
0.8279
0.8278
0.8279
0.8278
1.3572
1.3571
1.3572
1.3571
0.9597
0.9596

Plane
022̅
02̅2
040
04̅0
044̅
04̅4
111̅
11̅1
1̅11̅
1̅1̅1
131̅
13̅1
1̅31̅
1̅3̅1
133̅
13̅3
1̅33̅
1̅3̅3
1̅5̅1
16

Calculated d- Expected dspacing [Ȧ]
spacing [Ȧ]
1.9194
1.9194
1.9194
1.9194
1.3572
1.3571
1.3572
1.3571
0.9597
0.9596
0.9597
0.9596
3.1343
3.1340
3.1344
3.1340
3.1343
3.1340
3.1344
3.1340
1.6369
1.6365
1.6369
1.6365
1.6369
1.6365
1.6369
1.6365
1.2455
1.2453
1.2455
1.2453
1.2455
1.2453
1.2455
1.2453
1.0448
1.0447

Plane
44̅0
4̅40
4̅4̅0
5̅11̅
511
602

6̅02̅
620

6̅2̅0
62̅4
6̅24̅
642̅
6̅4̅2

Calculated d- Expected dspacing [Ȧ]
spacing [Ȧ]
0.9597
0.9596
0.9597
0.9596
0.9597
0.9596
1.0448
1.0447
1.0448
1.0447
0.8584
0.8582
0.8584
0.8582
0.8584
0.8582
0.8584
0.8582
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Plane
151̅
2̅02̅
22̅0
2̅20
2̅2̅0
242̅
24̅2
2̅42̅
2̅4̅2
202
220

Calculated d- Expected dspacing [Ȧ]
spacing [Ȧ]
1.0448
1.0447
1.9194
1.9194
1.9194
1.9194
1.9194
1.9194
1.9194
1.9194
1.1082
1.1080
1.1082
1.1080
1.1082
1.1080
1.1082
1.1080
1.9194
1.9194
1.9194
1.9194

From the results shown in Figure 9 and Table 2, the planes themselves were isolated
in 3D space in the form of diffraction spheres as shown in Figure 10. The maximum
intensity is approximately 107 at the center-transmitted spot of reciprocal space. The peaks
of the intensities in the surrounding planes are typically within the range of 105 – 106.

Figure 10: Diffraction spheres of the plane (02̅2) with no damage and damaged by a 10 keV Si ion
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As seen in Figure 10, the voxels that make up a diffraction sphere surrounding the
largest peak are nearly equal to one another in intensity before and after irradiation.
Despite this, the intensity peaks are slightly lower after irradiation as shown in Table 3 for
the seven peaks seen in both diffraction spheres. At low energy, the damage caused by the
single ion strike of silicon at 10 keV amounts to a small change in intensity. This behavior
is repeated for all other diffraction spheres as the total summation of intensities for a
damaged diffraction sphere is clearly lower compared to an undamaged summation of
intensities as shown in Table 4.
Table 3: (02̅2) Intensity peaks before and after irradation with a 10 keV silicon ion

Intensity with
Intensity with
no irradiation
Si at 10 keV
2.66E+05
2.62E+05
2.75E+05
2.60E+05
2.70E+05
2.61E+05
6.00E+06
5.74E+06
2.70E+05
2.60E+05
2.66E+05
2.59E+05
2.75E+05
2.56E+05

3.3 Stereographic Projection
3.3.1

Peak Broadening

Figure 11 shows the stereographic projection of (001) for the changes in percent
intensity due to peak broadening by intensity integration before and after irradiation with
a silicon ion at 10 keV. A true stereographic projection in the (001) direction contains
many more planes. The planes shown here are those confirmed by the Edington reference
zone axes. The scale is from -0.05 – 0.6 percent change in intensity with a majority of the
diffraction spheres showing very little change in percent intensity. Those planes that
exhibit the highest change due to broadening are typically the low order planes closest to
the central spot.
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Figure 11: Full Stereographic projection of (001) showing peak broadening for 10 keV Si single ion strike

Table 4, shows the percent intensity of each plane with respect to the central spot.
Low order planes are very bright and are a significantly higher percent intensity than the
high order planes farther out in the higher order Laue zones. These results correspond with
expected results as reflected planes closest to the central transmitted spot in a diffraction
pattern show are clearer and brighter.
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Table 4: % intensity of each diffraction sphere in comparison to that of the central transmitted spot

Plane
311

311̅
31̅1
3̅11̅
3̅1̅1
3̅1̅1̅
31̅3
3̅13̅
331̅
33̅1
3̅31̅
3̅3̅1
33̅5
3̅35̅
353̅
3̅5̅3
4̅00
400
440

44̅0
4̅40
4̅4̅0
5̅11̅
511
602

6̅02̅
620

6̅2̅0
62̅4
6̅24̅
642̅
6̅4̅2

% Intensity,
% Intensity,
No Radiation Si 10 keV
4.18
3.94
4.18
3.94
4.18
3.94
4.18
3.94
3.94
3.94
3.94
3.94
1.51
1.36
1.51
1.36
1.51
1.36
1.51
1.36
1.51
1.36
1.36
1.36
0.48
0.38
0.48
0.38
0.48
0.38
0.38
0.38
4.89
4.50
4.89
4.50
1.45
1.22
1.45
1.22
1.45
1.22
1.22
1.22
0.92
0.80
0.92
0.80
1.06
0.86
1.06
0.86
1.06
0.86
0.86
0.86
0.67
0.50
0.67
0.50
0.67
0.49
0.49
0.49

Plane
022̅
02̅2
040

04̅0
044̅
04̅4
111̅
11̅1
1̅11̅
1̅1̅1
131̅
13̅1
1̅31̅
1̅3̅1
133̅
13̅3
1̅33̅
1̅3̅3
1̅5̅1
151̅
2̅02̅
22̅0
2̅20
2̅2̅0
242̅
24̅2
2̅42̅
2̅4̅2
202
220

% Intensity,
% Intensity,
No Radiation Si 10 keV
12.99
12.44
12.98
12.44
4.89
4.49
4.89
4.49
1.45
1.21
1.45
1.21
20.02
19.51
20.02
19.51
19.51
19.51
20.02
19.51
4.18
3.93
4.18
3.93
3.93
3.93
4.18
3.93
1.51
1.36
1.51
1.36
1.36
1.36
1.51
1.36
0.92
0.79
0.92
0.79
12.45
12.45
12.99
12.45
12.99
12.45
12.99
12.45
2.75
2.26
2.75
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.75
2.26
12.99
12.45
12.99
12.45

As stated before in the experimental methods there are two ways to observe potential
broadening in a diffraction sphere. The volume method is not used here due to limitations
caused by low resolution (whereby the high order planes have only one voxel and therefore
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have no volume in their diffraction sphere). This resolution issue continues for those
planes with +5 voxels as there is still not high enough resolution to account for any peaks
that may change position within a voxel itself. Therefore, the change in volume of a sphere
remains zero across the board for all planes in this study using this method.
Table 5: Diffraction sphere radii for all planes

Plane
311

311̅
31̅1
3̅11̅
3̅1̅1
3̅1̅1̅
31̅3
3̅13̅
331̅
33̅1
3̅31̅
3̅3̅1
33̅5
3̅35̅
353̅
3̅5̅3
4̅00
400
440

44̅0
4̅40
4̅4̅0
5̅11̅
511
602

6̅02̅
620

6̅2̅0
62̅4
6̅24̅
642̅
6̅4̅2

No Radiation Si 10 keV
[1/A]
[1/A]
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Plane

022̅
02̅2
040

04̅0
044̅
04̅4
111̅
11̅1
1̅11̅
1̅1̅1
131̅
13̅1
1̅31̅
1̅3̅1
133̅
13̅3
1̅33̅
1̅3̅3
1̅5̅1
151̅
2̅02̅
22̅0
2̅20
2̅2̅0
242̅
24̅2
2̅42̅
2̅4̅2
202
220
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No Radiation Si 10 keV
[1/A]
[1/A]
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0
0
0
0
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461
0.00461

3.3.2

Peak Shifting

Figure 12 is comparable to the broadening figure as 10 keV silicon ion it does not
cause much significant disorder in the lattice. It can be seen that each voxel in a diffraction
sphere is only altered slightly by 0 – 0.2 % change in intensity for all planes. Most low
order planes see little if any change as they float around the 0% intensity. Conversely, the
higher order planes are between 0.2 and 0.3% change in intensity.

Figure 12: Full Stereographic projection of (001) showing peak shifting for 10 keV Si single ion strike
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4. DISCUSSION
4.1 Comparison
For both peak broadening and peak shifting the silicon ion at 10 keV does not
introduce much disorder into the reciprocal lattice. As was seen in Table 4, before and
after irradiation the brightness of a diffraction sphere dims by typically a few tenths of a
percent. This is enough to know there is disorder in the lattice as a result of irradiation.
Table 5 shows that resolution limits the ability to see the physical change in a diffraction
sphere as Figure 11 shows broadening does occur. Figure 13, reinforces this, showing that
taking the average sum of the family of planes studied dictates that damage that occurs is
both uniform across the lattice and is minimal. In all cases, the irradiated diffraction
spheres are still dimmer than the matching non-irradiated diffraction spheres.
Comparison of Average Summed % Intensity for Each Family of
Planes
Avg Total % Intensity for 10keV Si
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20
15
10
5
0

{022}
{040}
{044}
{111}
{131}
{133}
{151}
{202}
{220}
{242}
{311}
{313}
{331}
{335}
{353}
{440}
{400}
{511}
{602}
{620}
{624}
{642}

% Intensity

Avg Total % Intensity No Damage

Family of Planes
Figure 13: Comparing average percent intensity summation between 10keV Si and no damage reflected
planes

It is expected that a heavier ion of the same energy would cause a larger cascade and
more displacement damage in the reciprocal lattice, which would lower the overall
intensity of a diffraction sphere significantly more than that which occurs in a silicon ion.
This also has the potential of causing enough of a peak shift to see changes in locations
invisible at this resolution.
It is worth mentioning that the intensity of the reflected planes in the reciprocal lattice
behave as expected and are an order of magnitude or more dimmer. This is because the
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higher order Laue zone (HOLZ) planes are significantly dimmer than the lower order Laue
zone (LOLZ) planes as a result of their proximity to the central transmitted spot. In an
experiment, a microscopist is typically only interested in the LOLZ planes because of real
world conditions making HOLZ planes difficult to filter out from noise in a TEM. While
TEM methods such as procession increase the capture ability, LOLZ are much simpler to
use for analysis in actual working conditions.

4.2 Impact this method has over other methods
Defect analysis falls typically into one of two categories: the direct observation of the
microstructure used in x-ray and synchrotron diffraction or the measuring of changes in
material properties due to defects such as electron/ion beam induced current, photo/ion
beam induced luminescence, and cryogenic resistivity measurements, and related
methods. Both require a certain volume of defects to be present before defect
characterization can begin. Diffraction pattern defect analysis excels over these other
methods as it does not require a minimum defect amount. Any disorder in the lattice
caused by a single ion strike immediately has an effect on the intensity of a peak in
reciprocal space. The more disorder caused by a cascade allows for a more accurate and
easier measurement of damage caused by the ion strike.

4.3 Future Work
Next steps involve the expansion of this method to more ions at different energies.
With more data the model can be further improved and the method refined. Currently there
exists a problem in the model the size of the voxels is approximately 0.004605 x 0.004605
x 0.0046 [1/A] and this may be too large to measure the physical change in location of an
intensity peak. By increasing the resolution and decreasing the voxel size changes in peak
position can be more accurately measured.
Upon completion of that, the next natural steps are to bridge the gap between the
microscopic and macroscopic. As mentioned previously research efforts for ion strikes are
currently focused on semiconductors. The understanding of how changes atomistically
affect a MOSFET, CMOS, etc circuit can lead to more radiation hardened and improved
overall designs.
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5. CONCLUSION
Models are always useful in that they save time and energy when investigating new
phenomena. By knowing the basic science and defining math of a phenomenon the
accuracy of a model is reasonably close to what would occur in the real world. As a result,
experiments can be designed around models to confirm their results and further improve
them. When given enough time and resources, a computer can be used to model just about
anything. Conversely, the real world is limited by the accuracy and precision of the tools
used. That said, a model may not account for an unexpected result that goes against the
defined science found during an experiment and must be adjusted to account for this.
Diffraction patterns are sensitive to change and disorder in the reciprocal lattice
results in the dimming of intensities. As stated before peak broadening and peak shifting
are direct indications of macro and micro strains in a real space lattice. This sensitivity
correlates to changes in the microstructure of silicon due to ion strikes. With this analysis
new databases can be created alongside those that already exist for the reciprocal spaces
of known materials, but this time they may include defects resulting from known ions and
known energies.
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7. APPENDIX A: Diffraction Sphere Center Location Identifier Python
Script
"""
Diffraction Spot Center Finder
Hunter Belanger (belanh@rpi.edu) & Manuel Franco (francm2@rpi.edu)
The user inputs a .csv file which contains the intensity and then
x,y,z points of a diffraction shere. The maximum intensity point
is then found (the transmission point), and is then used as the
center of the sphere. The surrounding maximum intensity points are
then found based on input spacing requirments, and returned in
another csv file.
"""
# Imports -------------------------------------------------import math
# Functions -----------------------------------------------def readin_csv(flnme, dta):
"""
readin_csv(filename, data)

Functions takes the name of the .csv file to be read as a string
with the empty list which will then be filled with lists. One for
each point with intesnits, and then the position coordinates.
Has no return.
"""
# Opens data file and reads one line which has the column labels
fle = open(flnme)
fle.readline()

# Goes through each line
for line in fle:
line = line.split(",")
# Turns values from strings to floats
for i in range(len(line)):
line[i] = float(line[i])
# Appends points to data list
dta.append(line)
# Closes file
fle.close()

def find_center(dta):
"""
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find_center(data):

Function take populated data list, wich has a list for every point
and is intensity then spacial coordinated. Function then returns the
point of all of the data with the highest intensity for use as the
center of the sphere. Will return center point as a list with
intensity and then spactial coordinates.
"""
# Original max is first point
max = dta[0]
# Goes through all points
for point in dta:
# If finds a point with higher intensitys, assigns it as max
if point[0] > max[0]:
max = point
# Returns point with maximum intensity
return max

def find_points(dta, dspaces, cent, tol, match):
"""
find_points(data, dspacings, center, tolerance, matches):

This function goes through all points to find all points which have the proper
distance from the center point to match with one of the described d spacings
within the given tolerance. All points which match the criteria are added to
the match list with point information as well as which plane it matches with.
Has no return.
"""
# Goes through all points
for point in dta:
# Excludes center point
if point != cent:
# Finds d spacing value of point
d = 1/math.sqrt((cent[1]-point[1])**2 + (cent[2]-point[2])**2 + (cent[3]-point[3])**2)
# Compares d spacing of point to list of exact values to compare to
for space in dspaces:
# If d spacings mathc, add point to the match list
if (d <= (space[0] + tol)) and (d >= (space[0] - tol)):
match.append([point[0],point[1],point[2],point[3],space[0],d])

def writeout_csv(flnme, dta):
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fl = open(flnme, 'w')
fl.write("Intensity,Point 0,Poin 1,Point2,,Plane,d spacing\n")
for i in range(len(dta)):
for line in dta[i]:
ln_dta = "%f,%f,%f,%f,,%d,%f\n" %(line[0],line[1],line[2],line[3],line[4],line[5])
fl.write(ln_dta)
fl.close()
# Main ----------------------------------------------------if __name__ == "__main__":
infile = raw_input("Enter name of input .csv file => ")

data = []

readin_csv(infile, data)

d_spacings = [(3.1340, 111), (1.9194, 220), (1.6365, 311), (1.3571, 400),\
(1.2453, 331), (1.1080, 422), (1.0447, 511), (0.9596, 440),\
(0.9175, 531), (0.8582, 620), (0.8278, 533), (0.7835, 444), (0.7601, 711)]

center = find_center(data)

tolerance = float(raw_input("Enter the tolerance on the spacing requirments in Angstromes => "))

matching_points = []

find_points(data, d_spacings, center, tolerance, matching_points)

# Sorts d spacings from greatest to least
matching_points.sort(key=lambda x: x[4], reverse = True)

# Replaces d spacing value with plane index
for i in range(len(matching_points)):
for space in d_spacings:
if matching_points[i][4] == space[0]:
matching_points[i][4] = space[1]

# Creates the output lists, with sub lists for each plane index represented
plane = matching_points[0][4]
count = 0
out = [[]]
for point in matching_points:
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if plane == point[4]:
out[len(out)-1].append(point)
count += 1
else:
plane = point[4]
out.append([])
out[len(out)-1].append(point)
count += 1

# Sorts sublists in out by greatest intensity first
for i in range(len(out)):
out[i].sort(key=lambda x: x[0], reverse = True)

outfl = raw_input("Enter the name of the output file with .csv extension => ")

writeout_csv(outfl, out)
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8. APPENDIX B: Peak Broadening & Peak Shifting Analysis Python
Script
import sys
import string
import math
import os
from os.path import isfile, join
# Jason Lee https://github.com/jzblee/ewalysis
#Logic by Manuel syntax write up by Jason Lee

files = [] # a dictionary which uses diffraction sphere designations as keys
# value is currently an array of two arrays which contain
# data imported from the files

# format of data: intensity, x, y, z
filelist = []

def read():
global files
global filelist
if len( sys.argv ) == 1:
print ( 'usage: ' + sys.argv[0] + ' <list of files>' )
print ( '

' + sys.argv[0] + ' -d <directory with files>' )

sys.exit(0)

if len( sys.argv ) == 3 and sys.argv[1] == '-d':
mypath = sys.argv[2]
filelist = [f for f in os.listdir( mypath ) if isfile( join( mypath, f ) )]
else:
mypath = ''
filelist = sys.argv[1:]
for i in range( len( filelist ) ):
temp = str.split( filelist[i], '/' )
temp = temp[len( temp ) - 1]
temp = str.split( temp, '_' )
if len( temp ) < 3:
print ( 'error: invalid file name \'' + filelist[i] + '\'' )
sys.exit(0)

# format of temp:
# temp[0] - test descriptor
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# temp[1] - diffraction sphere designation
# temp[2] - data classification

if files.get( temp[1] ) is None:
files[temp[1]] = []
files[temp[1]].append( [i, temp[0]] )
# print (files)

for filekey in files.keys():

# print ( '>>> IMPORTING ' + filekey )

for j in range( 2 ):
filename = filelist[files[filekey][j][0]]
# print( filename )
file = open( join( mypath, filename ), mode='r')
line = str( file.readline() ).strip( '\n' )
intensity_column = []
x_column = []
y_column = []
z_column = []
extras = []
center = []
files[filekey][j].append( intensity_column )
files[filekey][j].append( x_column )
files[filekey][j].append( y_column )
files[filekey][j].append( z_column )
files[filekey][j].append( extras )
files[filekey][j].append( center )

while line != '':

line = str( line ).strip( '\n' )
new_row = str.split( line, ',' )
assert ( len( new_row ) == 4 ), 'Incorrect column counts!'
if float( new_row[0] ) >= 60000:
intensity_column.append( float( new_row[0] ) )
x_column.append( float( new_row[1] ) )
y_column.append( float( new_row[2] ) )
z_column.append( float( new_row[3] ) )
line = file.readline()
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file.close()

equal_column_length = ( len( intensity_column ) == len( x_column ) and
len( intensity_column ) == len( y_column ) and
len( intensity_column ) == len( z_column ) )
assert equal_column_length , 'Inconsistent column lengths!'
print('Detected ' + str( len( filelist ) ) + ' files.')

def pba():
global files
global filelist
for filekey in files.keys():
center_intensity_index = 0 # storing the index so we can get the x, y, and z values
# this will be some entry in the 'perfect' data
center_intensity = center_x = center_y = center_z = 0
for j in range( 2 ):
# print( filekey + ' (' + files[filekey][j][1] + ')' )
intensity_column = files[filekey][j][2]
x_column = files[filekey][j][3]
y_column = files[filekey][j][4]
z_column = files[filekey][j][5]
extras = files[filekey][j][6]
# check intensities to prove differences
intensity_sum = 0.0
for k in range( len( intensity_column ) ):
intensity_sum += intensity_column[k]
if j == 1 and intensity_column[center_intensity_index] < intensity_column[k]:
center_intensity_index = k

if j == 1:
center_intensity = intensity_column[center_intensity_index]
center_x = x_column[center_intensity_index]
center_y = y_column[center_intensity_index]
center_z = z_column[center_intensity_index]
extras.append( 0 )
extras.append( 0 )
extras.append( intensity_sum )
# print( str( center_intensity ) + ', ' + str( center_x ) + ', ' + str( center_y ) + ', ' + str( center_z ) )
for j in range( 2 ):
intensity_column = files[filekey][j][2]
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x_column = files[filekey][j][3]
y_column = files[filekey][j][4]
z_column = files[filekey][j][5]
extras = files[filekey][j][6]
center = files[filekey][j][7]
center.append( center_x )
center.append( center_y )
center.append( center_z )
max_distance = 0.0;
for k in range( len( intensity_column ) ):
distance = math.sqrt( math.pow( center_x - x_column[k], 2 ) +
math.pow( center_y - y_column[k], 2 ) +
math.pow( center_z - z_column[k], 2 ) )
if max_distance < distance:
max_distance = distance
extras[0] = max_distance
extras[1] = 4 * math.pi / 3 * math.pow(max_distance, 3)

output = open('pba-output.csv', mode='w')
output_row = 'filekey'
output_row += ',damaged radius,damaged volume,damaged intensity sum'
output_row += ',undamaged radius,undamaged volume,undamaged intensity sum'
output_row += ',delta radius,center x,center y,center z\n'
output.write(output_row)
for filekey in files.keys():
output_row = filekey
extras = files[filekey][0][6]
output_row += ',' + str( extras[0] ) + ',' + str( extras[1] ) + ',' + str( extras[2] )
extras = files[filekey][1][6]
output_row += ',' + str( extras[0] ) + ',' + str( extras[1] ) + ',' + str( extras[2] )
delta = files[filekey][0][6][0] - files[filekey][1][6][0]
output_row += ',' + str( delta )
center = files[filekey][0][7]
output_row += ',' + str( center[0] ) + ',' + str( center[1] ) + ',' + str( center[2] ) + '\n'
output.write( output_row )
output.close()
print('Broadening analysis results saved to pba-output.csv.')

def get_distance(dist_obj):
return dist_obj[0]
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def psa():
global files
global filelist

output = open('psa-output.csv', mode='w')
output_row

=

'filekey,%undamaged_int

%damaged_int,distance,damaged_x,damaged_y,damaged_z,undamaged_x,undamaged_y,undamaged_z\n'
output.write(output_row)

for filekey in files.keys():
# print( filekey )
file0 = files[filekey][0] # usually the 'damaged' test
file1 = files[filekey][1] # usually the 'perfect' test

f0_ic = file0[2]
f1_ic = file1[2]

f0_xc = file0[3]
f1_xc = file1[3]

f0_yc = file0[4]
f1_yc = file1[4]

f0_zc = file0[5]
f1_zc = file1[5]

f0_points = []
f1_points = []

for i in range( len( f0_ic ) ):
f0_points.append( False )
for i in range( len( f1_ic ) ):
f1_points.append( False )

distances = []

for i in range( len( f0_ic ) ):
for j in range( len( f1_ic ) ):
distance = math.sqrt( math.pow( f1_xc[j] - f0_xc[i], 2 ) +
math.pow( f1_yc[j] - f0_yc[i], 2 ) +
math.pow( f1_zc[j] - f0_zc[i], 2 ) )
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new_distance = [distance, i, j]
distances.append( new_distance )

possible_pairs = sorted( distances, key=get_distance )

# print( possible_pairs )

point_pairs = []

while possible_pairs: # while list of possible pairs is not empty
point_pairs.append( possible_pairs[0] )
f0_ind = possible_pairs[0][1]
f1_ind = possible_pairs[0][2]
f0_points[f0_ind] = True
f1_points[f1_ind] = True
del possible_pairs[0]
ppair_ind = 0
while ppair_ind < len( possible_pairs ):
if possible_pairs[ppair_ind][1] == f0_ind or possible_pairs[ppair_ind][1] == f1_ind:
del possible_pairs[ppair_ind]
else:
ppair_ind = ppair_ind + 1

for i in range( max( len( f0_ic ), len( f1_ic ) ) ):
if i < len( f0_ic ):
if f0_points[i]: # print point in f0 and match in f1
for j in range( len( point_pairs ) ):
if point_pairs[j][1] == i:
break
output_row = filekey
output_row += ',' + str( ((- f0_ic[point_pairs[j][1]] / 5.87E7) *100) + ((f1_ic[point_pairs[j][2]] / 5.87E7)*100) )
output_row += ',' + str( point_pairs[j][0] )
output_row += ',' + str( f0_xc[i] ) + ',' + str( f0_yc[i] ) + ',' + str( f0_zc[i] )
output_row += ',' + str( f1_xc[i] ) + ',' + str( f1_yc[i] ) + ',' + str( f1_zc[i] ) + '\n'
output.write( output_row )
else: # print orphan point in f0
output_row = filekey
output_row += ',no match found'
output_row += ',,' + str( f0_xc[i] ) + ',' + str( f0_yc[i] ) + ',' + str( f0_zc[i] )
output_row += ',,,\n'
output.write( output_row )
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if i < len( f1_ic ) and not f1_points[i]: # print orphan point in f1
output_row = filekey
output_row += ',no match found'
output_row += ',,,,'
output_row += ',' + str( f1_xc[i] ) + ',' + str( f1_yc[i] ) + ',' + str( f1_zc[i] ) + '\n'
output.write( output_row )

output.close()
print('Shifting analysis results saved to psa-output.csv.')

def main():

read()
pba()
psa()

# print( files )

if __name__== '__main__':
main()
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